SAWYER BUILDING DEDICATION HIGHLIGHTS CHARTER DAY

For business entrepreneur Frank Sawyer, it was the boyhood dream come true or as he noted, a climb "from the base of Beacon Hill to the top." For Suffolk University, it was one of the notable days in the university's history thanks, as President Daniel H. Perlman observed, to Frank Sawyer, "a generous benefactor whose faith in this institution and whose deep understanding and appreciation of its mission is a source of strength to all of us charged with fulfilling the promise of Suffolk University."

Thus, on April 29, the university's Charter Day, the Frank Sawyer Building at 8 Ashburton Place was dedicated with more than 400 guests in attendance, including Gov. Edward J. King, State and City officials, members of the Board of Trustees, faculty, administrators, staff, alumni and students.

Sawyer, at the behest of Board Chairman John S. Howe, who presided at the ceremonies, climaxed the program by strolling from the platform on Ashburton Place to unveil the lettering "Frank Sawyer Building." Simultaneously, blue and yellow balloons floated skyward and the spectators stood and applauded.

Sawyer, in his acceptance address, noted that he was proud to "share my material blessings with one of the great American institutions of learning, namely Suffolk University." The founder of Checker Taxi Co. and co-chairman of the board of Avis, Inc. was the largest single contributor to the university's successful Campaign for Excellence.

Directing his talk to the student body, Sawyer urged them to follow "three simple rules" if they wish to enjoy successful careers: "hard work, honesty, and emulation of successful people."

"Young people of today have ample opportunity because from your generation come the replacement of today's leaders in the arts, sciences, politics, commerce, education, law and the religious," Sawyer said. But, he warned, "These are the days of study and preparation where no blemish to personal reputation should be permitted to occur that will leave a stain on one's opportunity for tomorrow." He urged the young people to "broaden your horizons and take advantage of the opportunities and the potentials that exist."

(Continued on Page Three)
President's Corner

As Commencement draws near and the academic year comes to a close, it is natural to reflect on some of the University's accomplishments since September.

The expansion and improvement of our physical facilities has been almost unprecedented in the 76-year history of the University. Our move into, and dedication of, the Frank Sawyer Building was not only a highlight of the year, but a milestone in our history. The University's second Prime 750 Computer, and related terminals and "software," quickly became an essential component of instructional equipment. So thoroughly are our facilities and computer being utilized that it's hard to remember what we did before.

The year witnessed the successful completion of our "Campaign for Excellence" in which we raised $3.5 million. Funds came from alumni, faculty, trustees, the corporate and philanthropic community and friends of the University. We received several government grants: $250,000 under the Developing Institutions programs, nine graduate fellowships for women and minority students in Public Management, and a grant to conduct the CLEO program for disadvantaged students planning to enter Law School. The CLEO program will be conducted at the University again this summer.

We strengthened the University's faculty and administrative staff with a number of significant appointments. The faculty were involved in a wide variety of professional activities and completed a long list of publications, as well as maintaining the highest standard of teaching excellence.

The task forces appointed as part of the self-study process, preparatory to our visit from the New England Associa-

A new core curriculum has been approved for undergraduate students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and a joint JD/MPA degree program approved in Law and Management.

A construction contract has been signed and work has gotten underway for new Biology and Computer Science laboratories, new Arts and Sciences faculty offices and classrooms, a new lounge for the University's faculty and another for Law students, offices for the Law Review and the Transnational Law Journal, and a new wing of the Law library. This work, taking place in the Archer and Donahue Buildings, will be completed this summer.

We have commissioned our architects to survey all of our buildings and to recommend what needs to be done over the next five to ten years to keep them in good repair and restore them to the general level of quality of the Sawyer Building.

The Long Range Planning Committee has been re-established and a committee formed to implement a comprehensive staff development program: the "Higher Education Management Institute."

Space precludes extending this list of activities and accomplishments. Suffice it to say that it has been a banner year for Suffolk University. I am grateful for your help in making Suffolk University a model for excellent and economical urban higher education.

I hope to see most of you at Commencement on Sunday, June 13. Have a pleasant summer.

Daniel Perlman
DEDICATION (Continued from Page One)

Sawyer was joined on the platform by his wife, Mildred F. Sawyer, for whom the new four-level colleges’ library was named, and his daughter, Carol Parks, who joined her father at the microphone to conclude the address. “God bless America, God bless Suffolk University, God bless its faculty and students, God bless us all,” Sawyer concluded.

President Perlman pledged that no building in American higher education will be used more intensively or for better cause, promising that the building “will be well and earnestly used by students, faculty, borrowers of books and tappers of keyboards from before eight in the morning until after 11 each evening.”

Perlman said that the 12-story building “gives this institution the space it needs to serve students of all backgrounds and all ages and to foster academic excellence.”

Gov. King paid tribute to the university in his remarks and praised Sawyer for his generosity.

Judith M. Dumont, an MBA student representing the student body, said Suffolk University “has quality and class in every sense of the word. The leaders listen and they care and they are willing to make changes to adapt to the times.”

Following the dedication exercises, a luncheon open to all of the Suffolk community was held in the third floor dining room, faculty dining room and School of Management's Conference Room.

One of the touches that pleased Sawyer most was the 8 by 4 foot ice sculpture set up in the dining hall and carrying the inscription “Sawyer Building, Suffolk University” and the school seal.

The dedication day marked the 45th anniversary of Suffolk University receiving its charter from the State Legislature.
HIGGINBOTHAM, PARKS WILL BE COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS

Judge A. Leon Higginbotham Jr., circuit judge for the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, Philadelphia, Penn., will deliver the commencement address to Suffolk University Law School graduates on Sunday, June 13 at 10 a.m. at the Hynes Veterans' Auditorium.

At the 2:30 p.m. exercises of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and School of Management, Gordon Parks, noted photographer, Life Magazine, playwright and novelist, will give the commencement address.

President Daniel H. Perlman will confer degrees at both exercises. Approximately 430 law degrees will be awarded while at the afternoon exercises 690 degrees will be conferred in CLAS and SOM.

Judge Higginbotham, a former member of the Federal Trade Commission, received his LL.B. from Yale Law School in 1952. He is currently a law professor at University of Pennsylvania and on the faculty at Wharton Graduate School. A former U.S. District Court judge for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, he is the recipient of numerous honorary degrees from universities throughout the country.

Parks, a World War II correspondent, won wide recognition as a photographer for Life Magazine and was named Photographer of the Year in 1960. He was Life's first black photographer. He has also been a fashion photographer at Vogue Magazine. He has written a number of novels including The Learning Tree, based on his boyhood and translated into nine languages. He also composed the theme for that book as a movie and in Hollywood directed the movies Shaft, Shaft's Big Score, Super Cops, and Leadbelly.

Parks' new novel, Shannon, was published by Little, Brown and Company.

Class marshals for the exercises will be The Hon. Frederick V. Gilgun, J.D. 1957, for the law school, and William C. Lepelley, BSBA 1957, for CLAS and SOM.

ALUMNI BOARDS HONOR HARRY ZOHN, MIKE LINQUATA FOR S.U. SERVICE

All three university alumni boards (Law, MBA/MPA, and General Alumni Association) honored two former alumni trustees at a reception in the Alumni Lounge, 8th floor, Sawyer Building on May 19.

Cited were Harry Zohn, B.A.'46, professor of German at Brandeis University, and Michael L. Linquata, B.S.B.A.'50, owner of the Gloucester House Restaurant. Both served three year terms as alumni trustees and long have been active in alumni activities. Zohn was chairman of the Liberal Arts and Sciences Committee while Linquata served as chairman of the Building Committee.

James Brown, B.S.'78, president of the University Alumni Council, presented Zohn and Linquata with plaques recognizing the contributions of both to alumni and the university during their service on the board of trustees.

Among those in attendance were all past and present alumni trustees. They were James F. Linnehan, J.D.'56, Joseph B. Shanahan, Jr., B.A.'72, J.D.'75, Judge James J. Nixon, J.D.'56, David J. Saliba, J.D.'52, and Frank A. Sablone, B.S.B.A.'70, M.Ed.'71.
DEDICATION REMARKS
BY FRANK SAWYER

When I was asked to speak on this occasion I found myself confronted with a dilemma. Not having had a formal education I thought to myself what could I possibly say that would be of interest to a group of highly intellectual educators. I concluded that it would be an exercise in futility.

I then decided that it would be more appropriate to address my remarks to the student body of Suffolk and based on my experience to offer some suggestions, recommendations and guidelines that could serve as encouragement and act as an inspiration to the student body to launch a successful career.

It has been said that you have only one chance at the great adventure called life and the good Lord has given us the will to do and it is up to each individual to use that will for a constructive or destructive career. The choice is up to each one of us to make it noteworthy or mediocre. It is not my intention to dwell on generalities or superlatives. I want to talk to you about what I believe is utmost in your minds and that is the basic values and rules to launch a successful career.

Personally, I am most grateful for the good fortune and the divine blessings that have been bestowed upon me, both spiritual and material. I have been blessed with a good wife, three lovely daughters and many grandchildren, and I think it is noteworthy to mention that come October of this year, with the help of God, my wife and I shall be celebrating our 55th wedding anniversary.

It is with a great deal of pride that I share my material blessings with one of the great American institutions of learning, namely Suffolk University, to the extent that those who lack the means may receive an education that would otherwise be denied them. Within sight of this building are three buildings which memorialize and perpetuate the memory of three late, lamented and dearly beloved Massachusetts statesmen. On the southeast corner of Ashburton Place was the Massachusetts residence of our martyred President John F. Kennedy. On the northwest corner is the building named after John W. McCormack, who was for years the speaker of the United States House of Representatives, and on the corner of Bowdoin and Cambridge Streets is the building honoring the memory of Leverett Saltonstall, who was a two term governor of Massachusetts and a distinguished member of the United States Senate representing our Commonwealth for many years, all of whom were warm, valued and intimate friends of mine and I am especially proud that my wife and I will be honored in perpetuity in a similar manner through Suffolk University.

I was always proud to say that I was born in the shadow of the old North Church and I was brought up in the shadow of the State House on Beacon Hill. It was a long way from the top of the hill where we now meet.

As a youngster I did all the things boys in the North End and the West End did - shine shoes, hustle newspapers, run errands and so forth. After a hitch in the United States Navy, my real start was as a cabdriver where I first drove for an old established company for twenty-five cents an hour with a union card too, which I still carry. The method of compensation seemed less than ideal since hard work brought no greater reward to the driver than to the man who took it easy. I resolved to do something about it. I bought my own car and than a couple of more. In the early 1920's I founded Checker Taxi Co. To start with it was a small fleet and mindful of my experience and limited compensation as a cabdriver, I was the first in the cab industry anywhere to innovate a policy of a commissionable pay scale whereby a driver could determine by his own efforts what the reward would be for his labors. A cabdriver in those days was held in less than high esteem and his public image left much to be desired. Through an educational program we taught the driver courtesy, honesty, safety and cleanliness which he implemented by way of a superior service. This formula proved successful and in a comparatively short time, through rapid growth of the company, between attrition and acquisition of competing companies, Checker became the oldest and the largest in New England.

I hope you don't consider this as boastful or self-serving but is recited only to point out to the young people that the opportunity for a successful career still exists and it can be achieved by following three simple rules: 1. hard work, 2. honesty, 3. emulation of successful people.

(Continued on Page Six)
Hard work needs no explanation. Honesty can be defined in three ways: namely moral, intellectual and financial. A financially dishonest person will ultimately be discovered. There are laws and penalties for violations of these laws. There are no laws against moral or intellectual dishonesty. This type of dishonesty is a betrayal of confidence and trust placed in an individual and is detectable only by the emotional sting that it inflicts when it is discovered. Word does get around which will blight the career of the most brilliant person. Emulation of successful people who have already found the formula will bring its own reward. And always remember that the key components for the success of any endeavor is honesty and people and a strong resolve not to yield to temptations that offer a temporary expedient. You must have a sense of human values, of human needs, of human aspirations and a respect for the dignity of the individual. Your success will be dependent on people whether they be employees, associates or customers, in any field of endeavor you choose. No man or woman can do it all by themselves.

Moral honesty impresses people with whom you deal. You should surround yourself with people who have a high sense of morality, integrity and credibility whether they be associates or employees. This is of the utmost importance. In any field of endeavor, dedicated career people are the prime ingredient for success. The true leader must motivate and inspire the best people obtainable and then be fair with him or her whether it be a small office or a large corporation.

Young people of today have ample opportunity because from your generation come the replacement of today's leaders in the arts, sciences, politics, commerce, education, law and the religious. These are the days of study and preparation where no blemish to personal reputation should be permitted to occur that will leave a stain on one's opportunity for tomorrow. It has been proven that the truths set forth in this paper are as valid today as they were yesterday and will be in all your tomorrows. They should be indelibly implanted in your hearts and minds and never be forgotten. You must go forward with vigor and determination in a competitive world, you must broaden your horizons and take advantage of the opportunities and the potentials that exist. You must think positively because the only things that you will accomplish are the goals and objectives you conceive in your own mind.

It gives me a warm and satisfying feeling to know that a boyhood ambition has been realized. I have figuratively climbed the hill of life and literally climbed from the base of Beacon Hill to the top. Many things have happened on the way, some sad, some glad, with many temptations, some difficult to resist, but if not resisted, you would hear the oft told remark, "There but for the grace of God go I."

In conclusion let me remind you the future belongs to your generation. It will be in your hands and under our free enterprise system the opportunities still exist. My best advice is to make the most of them. If you follow the rules, your possibilities for success can be endless.

Thank you.

#

CAFETERIA OPEN DURING SUMMER

The University's third floor cafeteria in the Sawyer Building will be open throughout the summer serving full course meals.

According to ARA Manager Stan Reed, the cafeteria will serve four days a week from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. One hot entree will be served at lunch.

The cafeteria will be closed Fridays as well as Saturdays and Sundays.

The Donahue Building cafeteria will be closed throughout the summer, but will open again in the fall.

Management will also be making available small catered parties in the Sawyer Building during the summer.

The dining room, brightened by the appearance of philodendron and fern plants for the Sawyer dedication, and overflow 5th floor conference room and third floor faculty dining room handled more than 400 diners for the Charter Day dedication.

#
SUFFOLK HEMI PROGRAM UNDERWAY
WITH GOALS AND MEETINGS SET

Suffolk University's Higher Education Management Institute for professional development for administrative staff is now underway with a series of task force meetings and sub-committee projects.

The task force has been broken down into sub-committees which will focus on the following areas: marketing of the program; calendar and module administration; and coding and needs assessment, according to Pam Scricco, assistant dean in SOM and chairman of the marketing committee for the program.

The Task Force, made up of 15 members of the administration, met with President Perlman, Vice President Flannery, and Deans Sargent, McDowell and Ronayne to discuss the purposes of the program, part of support Suffolk has received under Title III of the Higher Education Act. It is the first of its kind presented at the university.

Goals and responsibilities established:

- Enhance the personal and professional development of administrators and staff members (through opportunities, environment, resources for enrichment and growth).

- Enhance institutional excellence.

- Encourage administrators and managers to identify with Suffolk University's ideals and institutional goals.

- Broaden the understanding of the university's organization and functions and stress the importance of interdependence of these functions.

- Examine key elements of the management process and their application to the management of Suffolk University.

- Explore questions and problems relating to human behavior in the academic environment, including organizational theory, interpersonal relationship and personnel management.

- Improve managerial effectiveness by development of skills that are useful to managers in the performance of their responsibilities.

- Develop Suffolk University's human resources, foster an awareness of each person's value and dignity and encourage personal enrichment as part of professional development and career enhancement.

Any questions concerning S.U.-HEMI should be addressed to Associate Dean Joseph H. Strain, chairman of the program.

LAW SCHOOL WILL AGAIN HOST
CLEO SUMMER INSTITUTE

Suffolk University Law School has been selected for the second straight year to be one of seven law schools from throughout the nation to host a CLEO (Council of Legal Education Opportunity) summer institute for economically and educationally disadvantaged students.

The program will run for six weeks beginning June 20 and again be under the direction of Russell G. Murphy, professor of law. It will cover the Northeast region. Some 30 graduating college seniors, certified by the national CLEO office in Washington, D.C. as potentially qualified for law school admission, will participate in the program.

The institute's faculty will include Murphy, Attorney-at-Law Wayne Budd, Atty. Diane Wilkerson-Mills, law clerk in the Supreme Judicial Court, Robert Ward of the Suffolk County District Attorney's Office, Professor Ralph Smith of the University of Pennsylvania Law School, Judge Roderick Ireland of the Juvenile Court of Boston, and Profs. Richard Perlmutter, Gerard Clark, and Clyde Lindsav of the Suffolk faculty.
CITED FOR SERVICE — Former Alumni Trustees Michael L. Liguata (left) and Dr. Harry Zohn received plaques from James Brown, president of the University Alumni Council, for service to alumni and school. (story on Page Four)

ON LOAN — President Daniel H. Perlman accepts several volumes which are part of the $2100 worth of books and microfilm dealing with black American history loaned to the Collection of Afro-American Literature by the National Park Service. The collection is housed in the Mildred F. Sawyer Library. With Perlman are (left-right) Dr. H. Edward Clark, professor of English, Dorothea Powell, site manager, Boston African American National Historic Site, National Park Service, Hugh Gurney, superintendent, Boston National Historical Park, National Park Service, Byron Rushing, president, Museum of Afro-American History, and College Librarian Edmund G. Hamann.

OUTSTANDING STUDENT — Effie Pappas of Allston received the Outstanding Student Award for her participation in school activities from Activities Director Duane Anderson during Recognition Day ceremonies. Pappas is a senior majoring in philosophy.

SUMMA GRADS HONORED — Among those honored at the sixth annual Phi Beta Kappa recognition ceremony for summa cum laude graduates were (left-right) Shirley M. Thompson, Raymond F. Perkins, Virginia M. Gray, (President Perlman), Stephen D. Flynn, and Maria G. Buccio.

DAMN YANKEES — Admissions Director Bill Coughlin leads Springfest troupe in a reenactment of the famous ”You Gotta Have Heart” from the Broadway hit Damn Yankees. Springfest was a smash again in 1982.
PRESIDENT NAMES ASSISTANT

Dr. Diane Rudnick of Chestnut Hill has been appointed assistant to the president of the university, Dr. Daniel H. Perlman has announced.

Dr. Rudnick, a member of the faculty at Wentworth Institute of Technology since 1974 and head of the Department of Social Sciences and Humanities there from 1974 to 1980, assumed her duties on June 1.

She did her undergraduate work at Vassar College, receiving a B.A. in history in 1958. She earned a master of arts degree in history from Boston University and her Ph.D. in American Social History from Boston University in 1971. In 1980, she was selected as an American Council on Education Fellow and served as assistant to the president of Southeastern Massachusetts University. She has also been an evaluator for the New England Association of Schools and Colleges and authored a number of publications in her field.

SUPPORT STAFF SALARY INCREASES - The Personnel Office has released guidelines to department heads for support staff annual increases for July, 1982 to June, 1983.

Karen Hickey, personnel officer, says, "As in the past, the actual increase for each staff member will be granted based upon appraisal of the staff member's performance and the position in his or her salary range...While 10 per cent of your department's current salary budget has been allocated for annual increases, the following should be considered in making increase recommendations: For staff with comparative ratio of 85-94 with distinguished performance - 10-13%; fully competent - 8-10%; acceptable - 5-7%; comparative ratio of 95-105 with distinguished performance - 9-12%; fully competent - 7-10%; acceptable - 5-6%; comparative ratio over 105 with distinguished performance - 7-10%; fully competent - 5-8%; acceptable - 0%.”

CHECK SS EARNINGS RECORD! Personnel reminds faculty and staffers that periodically (usually every five years) they should obtain a printout from Social Security to insure that earnings have been properly credited to one's account. If you wish, you can make this request on a special form available in the Personnel Office.

OPEN ENROLLMENT FOR HEALTH INSURANCE PLAN - June is "open enrollment" month for the Harvard Community Health Plan and the John Hancock Group Insurance Plan. If you are eligible for insurance but failed to enroll for either plan, you may enroll in the Harvard plan for membership, effective July 1.

If you're presently enrolled in the Harvard plan and wish to switch to John Hancock, you may do so provided you sign for enrollment before June 15. Again, membership is effective July 1, 1982. Call Personnel for enrollment information.

NEW CLAIMS PROCESSING UNDER HANCOCK PLAN - Effective July 1, the university will change to a direct claims processing service under the John Hancock Group Insurance Plan. All group health claims must be submitted directly to the John Hancock Claims Service Center. This change should speed up processing considerably and help reduce related paper work and record keeping. Employees will receive complete filing instructions and appropriate forms in June.

NEW EMPLOYEES - Philip Therrien of Lynn, utility person, Physical Plant; George Lawson of Somerville, mail clerk, Mailroom; Annmarie Cienava of Boston, evening supervisor, Sawyer Library; Cecelia Ricci of Beverly, secretary, College Placement; Mauri Wirtanen of Nashua, N.H., purchasing clerk, Accounting; and Marcy Kamin of Watertown, secretary, Counseling Center.
It's good to see Asst. Dean PETER SARTWELL back on campus after a bout with hepatitis. . . Buoyed by the success of the faculty-staff basketball game, MAUREEN DOOLEY of the Vice President's Office and BOB DiGUARDIA of Data Processing are putting together a softball/volleyball outing June 6 at the M.I.T. Softball Field at 1 p.m. There will be a $3 charge for adults and $1 for children and the menu will include hamburgers, hot dogs, corn on the cob and watermelon. Call Bob at 421 or Maureen at 401 for additional details... Law Prof. CHARLES KINDREGAN is a member of the Mass. Bar Association's Task Force on Model Rules of Professional Conduct which is examining the issues and making recommendations in the ABA's proposed code. He also has an article on conflict of interest in the Law Office Management section of the California State Bar and Franklin Pierce College of Law has published his views on law and bio-technology. . .

GERALD PEARY of Journalism was a regional judge for the Student Academy Awards, sponsored by the Academy of Arts & Sciences in Hollywood. He also lectured at Kirkwood Community College, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, "On the State of Film Criticism. . ." DEMIR YENER and WARREN BRIGGS of SOM presented papers at the Northeast meeting of the American Institute of Decision Science in Washington, D.C. Briggs was elected editor of the proceedings. Also in attendance was GREG JIN, chairman of the Computer Information Systems Department... SUSAN THAYER, assistant director of the Learning Resource Center, has been elected president of the 2000-member Massachusetts Reading Association and was also awarded the Sarah E. Chase Memorial Scholarship Award by Delta Kappa Gamma International. And KEVIN LYONS of the center presented a paper "Learning Style: The Need to Know," at the Mass. Reading Association's annual conference. . . SOM's DON LEVITAN and K. GREGORY JIN were among the faculty of the 8th New England Municipal Clerks Institute held on the campus of Salve Regina College in Newport, R.I. . . President DANIEL H. PERLMAN has been nominated to serve as a member of the board of directors of the Beacon Hill Civic Association. The president was also elected to the board of directors of a Chicago-based organization, "The Education Network for Older Adults," a group that encourages colleges, universities and others to provide educational opportunities for older adults such as senior citizens. . . The Biology Department is seeking to again host the Eastern Colleges Biology Conference in 1984 to mark the 25th anniversary since Suffolk first hosted it in 1959. . .

JACK HAJJ of Mathematics is Boston coordinator for the Faculty Committee for Human Rights in El Salvador which recently held a symposium at Harvard on the problems in that country. . . JOHN LOFTUS, a 1977 law school grad, was featured on a May 16 segment on CBS's top-rated TV show "Sixty Minutes. Loftus, associated with the Boston law firm of Bingham, Dana and Gould, has authored a book claiming immigration to the United States of Nazi war criminals. . . It has become an annual success, nothing but. Springfest's Salute to Broadway was a fast-moving, happy package and ALBERTO MENDEZ, LAURIE COOK, LARRY BUCKLEY, et al, can take bows again for superb efforts in putting it all together. . . FRAN BURKE of Public Management knows that the Celts Larry Bird has few bad games so when she picked him as the star of the March 31 game she wasn't surprised when her name was drawn for a $25 Stop & Shop gift certificate. Bird also received a gift certificate, which should help him with the grocery bill. . . Welcome to ALISON STEPHENS of Brighton, new staff assistant in School of Management, replacing Sharon Penta who resigned. Stephens holds a B.A. from University of Washington and an M.B.A. from University of Utah. . .

(Continued on Page Eleven)
On June 4, 50 members of the Suffolk family will spend the day at sea off Boston waters. PRESIDENT PERLMAN will head the group sailing on the Regina Maris. The Ocean Research and Educational Association extended the invitation as part of Suffolk’s new affiliation with OREA. The trip will include oceanographic sampling activities. Participants will include students, staff, faculty, alumni and trustees. The ship will leave Boston at 9:30 a.m. and return at 4:30 p.m. with lunch provided. For additional information, call ext. 347. DR. ART WEST of Biology was elected president of the Massachusetts Bay Marine Studies Consortium, Inc. Twenty-two colleges, universities and non-formal educational institutions belong to the consortium... BARBARA LISCHINSKY, a graduating senior in the Biology department, has been appointed to the Title III position of biology lab technician. She succeeds SANDRA CLARK who recently resigned.

K.C. TSENG of SOM presented a paper entitled "The Impact of Inflation on Stock Prices" to the annual meetings of Eastern Finance Association in Jacksonville, Fla. April 22-24. HISTORY PROF. EMERITUS ED HARTMANN presented an interesting history of Phi Beta Kappa at the ceremony honoring Suffolk's summa cum laude graduates. CHUCK DAVIS of Public Management and the University of Miami's Jonathan West co-authored an article "Merit and Public Sector Collective Bargaining: Accommodation or Conflict?" accepted for publication in an upcoming issue of the Journal of Collective Negotiations. LISLE BAKER of the Law School was recently honored by the Newton Conservators as Environmentalist of the Year in recognition of his work as a Newton alderman, which led to public acquisition of the 71-acre Chestnut Hill Country Club as a public golf course recreational area. DR. PAUL KORN and DR. NANCY MATTEI represented Suffolk at the Conference on Training and Development in Higher Education hosted by Harvard on May 3 and 4. Mattei presented a workshop entitled "Facilitating Career Development in Women" at the New England Chapter of the Association for Women in Psychology Annual Conference. And BEN DIAMOND of SOM has been elected vice president of the North Atlantic Business Law Association, a division of the American Business Law Association... The Career Planning and Placement Office and the Accounting Department recently joined forces to host a reception on campus for public accounting firms from the Greater Boston area. The event was the first of its kind to be held at the university. SOM Prof. MICHAEL ARTHUR chaired a symposium on "The Teaching of Self-Awareness" at the May 13 meeting of the Eastern Academy of Management at which he also presented a paper entitled "Shaping Self-Awareness: The Impact of the Teacher's Role. Our sympathies this month to DR. WILLIAM SAHAKIAN on the death of his wife, Rev. Dr. Mabel Sahakian, pastor of Riverdale Congregational Church in Dedham, and to S.U. Assistant Director of Physical Plant ED FARREN on the loss of his dad, Edward Farren, Sr. Best of luck to SOM Asst. Prof. CHARLES E. DAVIS who recently resigned to assume the position of associate professor and director of the MPA program at the University of Wyoming. And congratulations to Dean of Students D. BRADLEY SULLIVAN and Journalism Prof. DICK BRAY, who were honored recently as outstanding administrator and outstanding faculty member by the Evening Division Student Association at their Recognition Night dinner held at the 57 Restaurant. And that's SUNdown for the academic year. Have an enjoyable summer. See you in September.